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Synopsis
More than one hundred easy recipes, some with Nancy’s special cooking secret. Includes "Detective Burgers," "Double Jinx Salad," "Twisted Candles Peach Crisp," and many more.
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Customer Reviews
I received a copy of this cookbook for my seventh birthday. Now, 25 years later, it's still on my shelf, and I still cook from it! Filled with easy recipes using easy-to-find ingredients, it will definitely inspire the kid cook in your house. The Whistling Bagpipe Crunchies are delicious, too!

I love Nancy Drew and this cool cookbook! I first discovered it at the library and have coveted it since. It has yummy recipes for even the biggest cooking dork (i.e., me).

This book was so cool and I was so excited to get it. I love any Nacey Drew book and I love to cook so this works very well! lol!

The authors of the Nancy Drew Cookbook have cleverly and completely captured the essence of the Nancy Drew novels, as they still existed in the early 1970s (I understand Miss Drew has been significantly updated in recent years). Most of the recipes look as if they were designed by a dietitian for a school cafeteria, but there are a few bright spots here and there, as well as many actual good cooking and entertaining tips. I once held an Elvis party and tried to recreate Elvis’ favorite foods. This is the type of cookbook I used, one which offered essentially plain, homey food, not at all in
accord with today's dietary fashions.

This book is a great collectable for Nancy Drew fans who just love everything about our heroine, America's #1 girl detective! The recipes are of the type that would have been popular in the 40's, 50's and 60's -- don't look for a big emphasis on organic sprouts. It's good ole' fashioned comfort food, and there's lots to choose from here, with recipes keyed to Nancy's famous cases. This is a fun gift for yourself or a friend. Kids and adults will love it equally well.

I bought this book for my daughter. She made the pancakes from it one morning; they were delicious! It's been a family favorite ever since. The recipes are great for budding cooks because they aren't complicated (but still quite tasty). And of course it's fun that they are related to the stories.

Very fun if not somewhat dated recipes (some of the ingredients I'm not sure about or don't know if they're relative). My 8 year old loves it and likes to just browse recipes and their creative titles (think mystery meets meal). A fun buy if not super practical for actually making stuff.

My daughter received this book as a birthday present, and was elated.
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